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On factorisablé groups. 
, . By J. SzÉP and L. .RÉDEI in Szeged. 
We shall call the group © factorisablé by the (proper) subgroups 
and St, if There are several papers dealing \yith the special 
-case § n . S = £'1) (E the unit, element) or = where 3) is a. 
».normal subgroup of ®2). The purpose of the present paper is to deduce 
«quite general results on the. same problem by omitting the condition 
of the normality of 35.'. We shall restrict ourselves to finite groups but 
many of our results may be extended to infinite groups. 
Let H, / / ' , . . . and K, K',.... denote elements of ig and Ä respectively. 
It is known that if the group © of finite order is representable^ 
as the product of two subgroups,- © = -&Ä- where <q n ft = E, then eaich 
.«element of © can be represented, precisely once, both in the form HK 
and in the form AT/. In the relation HK=K'H' the elements. A" and. 
J / ' are. uniquely defined whenever Ä\and H are given. If. AT is fixed, 
.then / / ' together with H runs ' over all elements of ¡Q> W.e may thus 
.associate with each K the permutation., jy^/j of the elements of 
The case is more difficult, if M = ®=j=E. Even in this case 
the elements of © can be represented in the form HK, and also in 
. the form KH, but these representations are no. more unique.-Moreover7 
áf wé fix the .element K in HK=K'H' then exactly d solutions of / / ' 
!) G. ZAPPA, Costruzione dei gruppi .prodotto. di due dati sottogruppi per-
mutabili tra loro, Alti Secondo Congresso Unione Mat. Ifaliana Bologna. 1940, 
pp. 115—125. " • 
• J. SZÉP; Über-die als Produkt zweier Untergruppen darstellbaren endlichen 
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belong to" each H, d being the order of 3).. W e shall show that we. 
may associate, also in this case, with each K a set of permutations (//']> 
and we shall discuss with these sets the structure of the group © = 
From the results of . I we get an explicit theorem and corollary ' in II. 
I. 
We shall prove the following 
T h e o r e m 1. Let the finite group ®.be factorable by two proper 
subgroups ${ : . . ' - ' • . . 
(1) . ; • ' @ = <P'. • -
• Then to each we can find a permutation H H ' of .£> such that 
(2). ; HKH' 1 • 
for-each element H\£ ii). Denote by [K\ the set of these permutations-
• (belonging to K) and by [.ft] the totality of the permutations in all sets [&"]. 
Then. [£] is a group,- [£] 'is a normal subgroup .of [51] (E is the unit-
element of @) and each [K] is some coset of [£] ; furthermore the fol-
lowing homomorphism holds: \ 
(3) i t ~ [ ® ) I [ E ] . / . . . 
R e m a r k . It is known, that . -
(4) • _ ' §5i = .: • 
thus the theorem holds also for instead of . . 
From. (4) we get -
(5) .• MK=K' H', 
where K',H' are not uniquely • determined by H and K. If K i s - f ixed 
and H runs over all elements of £>, then thè e l e m e n t s / / ' are, in general,, 
not all different: We shail show that we can choose elements K' such 
that the corresponding elements H' shall be different. 
• Let-£) = § n K and let of deno te - the order of S). First we show-
that the system of the- elements H' (each- / / ' - t aken with its multipli-
city) contains from each coset ' in the right side of S) + £ > / / + . . . . 
exactly d elements. Indeed the system of the H' contains from no cose t 
5DH more elements than d. For, if we had in (5)„ 
(6)- H X K ^ - K X K ( x = l , . . . , i / + l ) , 
where Hd+1 are différent and H'X^H, then from (6) we should g e t 
(7) - hxh;\=kmm-1k;x (x,y=\;;.:.,d+i). 
This is absurd, becau.se the. elements.//j-WJ"1 and.-hence even the ele-
ments- HxH;\= K M K ' - K'y1'al1. belong to 2) for x = 1 , . ., d + 1 , in 
' contradiction to the fact that 55 contaifts d elements. 
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. We write (5) in the form . . 
<8) . HK= K'D'X DH'' 
with Z)£S); then K ' D H ' I T h e above discussions imply that 
i o each ./ /££i we can select a suitable element D = D(H) such that 
in (8) Dh i ' together with H runs over all elements of 
According to (8) we may. associate, with each A ^ t a non-empty 
set of permutations of the elements of The set of permutations be-
longing to AT will be denoted by [A']. • 
Let ff€[A"] b e t w o p e r m u t a t i o n s , A', A " i t . T h e n HK(OH)~L \ 
HK' (OH)'1 (QH a n d OH d e n o t e t h e e. lemente of § in to w h i c h H 
p a s s e s , by t h e p e r m u t a t i o n Q r e sp . o), henGe HKK' (OQH)~1£K, i. e 
This, fact will be expressed in following, m a n n e r . • 
(9) . ' [K}[K'](Z[KK ]. . , 
rm -u iUot r»T /¿v.« woiu . . «t «.X a.,.».«;— • i l u u i ^ j n iu t iuwo Liicii 1 .-^inv iwiaui^ ui ui.c JJCI Hiuiauui i s 111 
all sets [A]) is a group, further i. e. [£] is a subgroup of [ t j . 
Furthermore (9) implies that [A'] [£] c[AT], i. e. [K] [E] = [K] a n d . o f ' 
course dually [£] [K] = [AT].' Hence we get that [E] is a normal subgroup' 
of [ t ] and instead of (9)'. we 'can write ' . " . . . ' 
<10; . . \K][K\ I A'A"]- . . 
The correspondence K ^ [A] is a many-to-one mapping of t onto 
•the factor-group [$]/[£], and cleary it is (according to.(10)) a homo-
morphism. This completes the proof of theorem 1. 
Using Theorem 1 we prove the following 
L e m m a . If the group t has an element K(\^E) for which, [K] 
•contains the• unit permutation (I. e. [K\ = [E\)' then has a normal 
subgroup if (4-E) for which the isomorphism ', . 
(11) " '. . M/j«?vftt]/[E] . .. " _ . 
holds. •'-..* 
P r o o f . The elements Kof.M with [Ar] = [£], form a s u b g r o u p ^ 
•of t which is byv (3) normal in R and (J 1) holds. Further, since for 
K (01) we have ' 
(A" ) H K H ' ; (H(B). 
therefore . . ' _ " 
II~]K'IIQ. U ' . ( / /£ .§) 
• a n d . h e n c e K'£31. C o n s e q u e n t l y , H9iH~l =^31, i. e. 9t is n o r m a l sub-r 
g r o u p in © ( = ,sj>.u). - ' , . . . ' . . 
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II. 
From Theorem 1 we obtain the following . 
T h e o r e m 2. If the group © is factorisable by two of its proper 
subgroups ft and .ft and.35 = ft n Si contains a normal subgroup (+£) 
of SQ (or than © is not simple. •" 
P r o o f : Let :3) '(c®). be a normal subgroup of and. 2>' =(=£"-
If then 7 / D / / " " ' ( H £ f t ) , .therefore according to-. 
Theorem 1 [D] contains the unit permutation H-+H, i . e . [D] = [E]. 
This together with Lemma implies the statement. 
The following corollary might be of particular interest. 
C o r o 11 a ry. Let ©'= 'whereft and M are proper subgroups 
of & and ft is Abelian, further S = § n Î î ^ f " . . Then © is not simple_ 
In. fact, Theorem 2 proves, thé assertion,' since 5) is a normal 
subgroup of ft. •. ' - . 
R e m a r k . - It is easy to ,see .that every finite group, not a cyclic 
p-group, is factorable if it has a subgroup of prime index. -
The. authors did not find any. finite groups which are not factori-
sable, except the cyclic ,/^groups'. . 
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